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A Few More Days in the Spotlight . . .October Samplers of the Month

Carriage House Samplings' "Christmas at Hawk Run Hollow" . . . and Erica Michaels' "We Are Blessed"

And below are photos of Rhonda's CHRH thus far. First, the top row . . . then her Blocks 6 and 9. When seen in person, it brings gasps!
Stitched on 40c V. Autumn Gold with Belle Soie . . . it is a masterful design for sure, which affords the greatest pleasure in recreating
on linen with silk.

In Block 9, for the church Rhonda chose some lighter shades of gray to more closely match the image in the chart photograph, and she
wanted less distinction in the fieldstone-like front. Our Belle Soie conversion was done to closely match the NPI silks called out in the
chart, but we all know how photography can modify the color intensity ~ in addition to that, the shading in the hand-dyed silk threads
changes occasionally from dye lot to dye lot.
So make it your own and stitch this heirloom design to match your own color instincts, and don't be afraid to "modify" the colors to suit
your personal palette preferences.

Tomorrow at The Attic

Saturday, October 31, Redwork Embroidery, 2 - 4 PM.

Before it's time for Tricks or Treats, we hope

you can join us for this class and see how easy, relaxing, and enjoyable this late 1800's embroidery technique is ~ and the best
part of it: the pattern is right in front of you on your fabric ~ no need to keep referring back to a chart to see where the next
stitch goes! Great for stitching while "watching" TV. Steps covered will be transferring the design, the several simple stitches

used, and some easy finishing techniques. We have a good selection of designs from which to choose your project. Bring a small
hoop if you have it. $15.

Filling in an Omission

Last week's eNewsletter featured the next Needlebook in the Needle Maid French Series and it read, in part, "'Germaine' uses an
alphabet from Veronique Maillard’s Alphabets Anciens, but if that’s not a part of your library, an almost identical alphabet can be found
in the Valerie Lejeune book pictured below." The only problem with that statement is I forgot to "picture it below," so here it is and
what was supposed to be included last week:

Back in stock now (and that was true last Friday ~ and now they're gone again, with more on their way) and ready for your library shelf!
No embroiderer can have too many charted alphabets, most especially these beautiful French lettres that many of us have come to love!
But what makes this soft-cover tome ($53) so special, you ask? Here’s why you need it:
The 844 alphabets in the book are organized by stitch count at the top right- and left- hand corner of every page as illustrated
in the photo on the right above.
The inclusion of 13 diagonal letters ( lettres en biais) are worth the price of the book alone.

The 711 pages make this an invaluable book to own ($53 ND) ~ reserve yours now so that you don't
have to wait months for the next overseas shipment.

What's New in The Attic

From Country Cottage Needleworks and Little House Needleworks:

From Praiseworthy Stitches:

"Black Cat Manor" ($12) ~ very clever "scary" design" ~ and "Peace" ($6)

Next in this popular series, "Simple Gifts - Thanks" ($14) ~ and "Christmas Poinsettia Topiary" ($6)

From Diane/Sampler Cove:

·

From Cynthia/The Drawn Thread:

From Pat & Peggy/Fern Ridge Collection:

"Little Witches Nedlecase" ($40) ~ "Striped cats and polka dot bats, that's what Little Witches are made of". This is the case in the
Little Witches set. Very complete kit includes Thread Gatherer silk, Needlepoint, Inc. silk, Zweigart 28c linen, lining, interfacing,
Swarovski crystals, delica beads, specialty beads, black lip mother-of-pearl rings, instructions and needles. Fun, fun, fun! ~ and the
"Little Witches Laying Tool" ($31) matches the Little Witches sewing set. There is even a slot in the case to hold it (see inside of the
needlecase below) It is pre-made ~ just slip it in the sleeve and you are good to go! It is topped with a black bat charm, Swarovski
crystals, specialty beads, and black lip mother-of-pearl moon. Too cute to pass up! (can be used as a shawl pin or hair stick. too if one has
enough of it!)

Here's the inside of this case ~ AND the matching beaded fob, "Little Witches Fob" ($37) Get ready for next year's Halloween! This is
part of a terrific set for those who really love this scary holiday! The kit comes complete with delica beads, Swarovski crystals, black
cat charm, specialty beads and findings, as well as complete instructions and needles! No reason to wait till next October ~ start beading
now! (Purple Little Gems scissors available for $9.50)

Two Very Unique Needlecases and Their Matching Fobs

On the left, "Join Us? Sewing Pocket" ($28) ~ Looks like the frog is trying to get away from the witch's brew as the vulture watches!
The back, pictured below, is the pocket for your scissors and needles. This sewing pocket kit is complete with Zweigart 28c linen, cotton
lining, batting, specialty beads, buttons, ribbon, instructions, and needles.
Quick to stitch ~ just ask Debra! She stitched this one AND the Acorn Needlecase, aka "Grey Feast Needlecase" ($32) next to it , in
record time! This terrific wool applique kit is complete with Weeks hand-dyed wool, fibers by The Gentle Arts, Rainbow Gallery and
DMC, AND the Little Gem scissors by Kelmscott Designs! Also includes complete instructions and needles. It has a matching Grey Feast
Fob ($37). What a great set! Gift for someone? or perhaps you?

Above are photos of the "inside" of both of these wonderful needlecases ~ and to the right, the "Join Us? Fob" ($37) Is that vulture
watching you? This fob matches the Join Us Sewing Pocket ~ the kit is complete with delica beads, Swarovski crystals, specialty beads,
frog charm, findings, complete instructions and needles. Terrific tail feather fringe. What a find!
There's MORE new from the fun pair at Fern Ridge, Pat and Peggy, but that will have to wait till next week.

Fresh from Sandy's Studio
A few of the recent framings are:

La-D-Da 's "Something Wicked" ($8) in a F-A-B-U-L-0-U-S frame ($48) from Family Tree Frames ~ I'm not sure that it's visible in
the photo, but there's a great green undercoat peeking through the "cracked" paint that perfectly matches the witche's striped green
socks! And the next three from Barbara's needle are from two

Prairie Schooler charts, "Farmer's Almanac" and "Weather Wise" ($8 each)
And here's some of what was shown at the Share & Show in last Sunday afternoon's group that gathered for our October Sampler
Sunday:

Victoria's "Peace on Earth," a Loose Feathers design from last year ~ and Barbara's exquisite Dresden lace piece that's a part of an
EGA correspondence course.

Linda's pincushion, a Blackbird design with crocheted button edging, this one a donation to our Silent Auction, and another one that I
didn't get photographed, similar but stitched monochromatically, both truly lovely ~ and Barb's wedding sampler that I didn't get the
title of.

Molly's "Alphabet Zoo" ($14) from Belinda/Blue Ribbon Designs ~ and Loretta's continuation of her beatuiful rendering of the limitededition "Petit Sampling Etui"

Sheila's almost-finished "Rhapsody in Red Ribbon Sampler" ($20) from Sampler Cove and Sheila's completed A Mon Ami Pierre
needlework sewing case that includes several wooden heart threadholders ~ I'm sorry, I don't have the current price for this design
until my next shipment arrives.

Linda and Bety's work on 40c ~ Linda's on the left is on linen, a Threads Through Time design that I will show you more of in a future
issue ~ and Betsy's A Mon Ami Pierre design, a portion of it, from "Noel Blanc" ~ and again, no information on the current chart pricing
until our next order arrives.
And last night's Thursday night stitch-in was complete with several treats: Linda, our in-house Martha who totally spoils us, brought
treat bags for everyone, filled with her delicious healthy snack mix, and Paula also had treats . . . you all know what a treat it is to see
other's finished needlework, most especially of things that you've been longing to stitch. Paula brought a number of her stitched
Blackbird stockings, all ready to go off to the finisher, complete with her Kelmscott thread rings that will make the perfect hanger
when coupled with the silk ribbon, all beautifully matched with various Dupioni silks.

That's all for today. A busy weekend it will be, with our P.E.O. geranium delivery scheduled for tomorrow
morning, to be enjoyed with coffee and sweets and treats ~ then a day at the shop, followed by trick-ortreating with Hannah (Tyler thinks he's too grown up for it this year) ~ and THEN on Sunday . . .

ARE YOU READY FOR SOME FOOTBALL?! Most of the nation will be watching the "regional" broadcast of Brett's homecoming to
Lambeau, except he's wearing the hated purple Vikings uniform! Let's hope for civility and respect shown to someone who put Titletown

back on the "football map" ~ and may the best team win.

Many exciting things in the next few weeks, including the Silent Auction donation photographs. Thank you,
Paula, for volunteering to do the very time-consuming job of photographing each one ~ and thank you to
Angelica, Carol, and Linda for all of your time in logging, numbering, and hanging/displaying each item. You
all are in for a HUGE treat. Many incredible donations received again this year . . . to help us reach our
goal of raising

$!5,000+ for breast cancer research.

Happy Autumn to All,
Jean Lea
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